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Presenting Editor Operations serves the
needs of new users to quickly acquire a
working knowledge of the Clean Machine
system of micropayments, and is made
available on our website,
cleanmachinenetwork.com.

The Operations Manual that comes with
installation is the more comprehensive
document. See also the -page Intro, on our
web site, and the Editor Short
Instructions, in Spanish or English, on
the Sign-in Page.

A “bureau” is a periodical newspaper or
magazine published on paper. Only bureaus
can join the Clean Machine Network.

sale. Each has a
price tag. When you
have logged in your
Newspaper Ticket,
and it has enough
money on it, you
simply click the
price tag to make a
purchase.
To begin, have the
story, text and pictures ready to use,
and accessible on your device. Picture and
text editing is mainly done using external
programs.
HOW IT WORKS
There are four basic screens: Sign-in,
Home Page, Badge Edit, and Submit. The
Sign-in Page is where you log on to a desk.
Editors can only sign in to one desk at a
time, and badges on one desk are not
available to editors at a different desk.
The Home Page shows badges using a color
code. Badges that are on this desk are
blue, badges on another desk are grey, and
the badges not on any desk are red.

An “item of content” is uniquely
identified by these six things: the year,
the 3-character PREFIX that identifies a
bureau, the two-character badge number, the
day-of-year number that content first went
online (the “spot number”), and a title
(long or short). Parts of this appear with
a ticket window, with purchased content,
and on our reports. Customers can use the
Ticket Report to recall past purchases.
Badges with a number and letter are for Box
Ads.
Using the Badge Edit Page, editors
prepare a “ticket window” that gives the
customer a preview of what it is that’s for
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When you roll over a badge on the Home
Page grid, a line above describes it. This
shows the badge and spot number, a single
digit to indicate the section, and the
long badge title.
You now have the choice of editing it or
deselecting it. You only see the rollover
lines when there is no badge selected. Or
click the big red arrow to take the badge
off the desk.
At the bottom of the Home Page are
buttons for reports. Editors will mainly
use the four buttons on the top line. The
desk reports show what badges have been
edited or scheduled. The Location Report
shows what desk a badge is on, and the
Sequence Report shows badges in the order
that they appear on the Start Page. The
Sequence Report also shows the sales or
free ticket clicks for each badge so far
this week.
Click the big blue arrow to edit the
selected badge.
BADGE EDIT PAGE
Here’s the high points, from one to nine,
of what you need to know about Badge Edit.
1. UPPER BADGE EDIT AREA. The badge
and spot appear on top. If the badge is now
online, the spot shows the 3-digit day-ofyear number that it first went online. If
the badge is not now online, the spot is
“000”.

The badge you select for editing may still
have content from its previous use. Click
the “CLEAR” button to make a new item of
content. Click “REVERT” to undo changes you
want to take back, and “HOME” to return to
the Home Page without saving your changes.
When the new content is ready, check it
with the “PROOF” button, and then click
“SUBMIT”. The Submit Page schedules a badge
to go online, or to be taken offline. It
exits to the Desk Report, where you can see
your edit listed on the top line. Or,
without submitting it, go back to Badge
Edit.
Enter a price tag consistent with your
publication’s practices. Or, create a
“download” price tag, which means no
charge.
If your publication uses free tickets,
select either “OK-FREE” or “P.T.O.”, which
stands for “paid ticket only”. The normal
setting is “OK-FREE”.
If what the customer is buying includes
advertising other than self-promotion
(house ads), you are required by contract
to place the notification “w/adv” in the
ticket window, and the button here
accomplishes this.
The “PUBLICATION DATE” field appears at the
top of purchased content. You can enter any
text here. Monthly publications may wish to
enter only a month and year.
2. MAIN BOX. Now let’s scroll down the
page (or use the big arrow) to where the
story text will be entered. Select a file
for the ‘LOAD FROM FILE’ button, or use
cut-and-paste.
On MAIN, the INDENT button is for paragraph
indents. Select one or two columns. Apply
the typographical icons to selected text.
The font size is not among them because the
customer selects this.



From Main Box, select some text, and the
“COPY AS PREVIEW TEXT” button appears.
Click it, and the selected text copies to
the preview box. Select some other text in
Main Box, and the “Copy as Preview Head”
button copies to the ticket window
headline.

Above the Preview Box, click the “Head to
Title” button. The preview window headline
is copied to the badge title field and to
the story head. Also, the first twenty
characters of the badge title is copied as
the short title.
This is a quick way of filling these text
fields. Then edit them individually as
needed.

3. “PREVIEW BOX” is another name for
“ticket window”, except it’s on the Badge
Edit Page. The letters “S,M,L” select a
small, medium or large type size for the
story head, the preview head, and the
preview body copy. The minus and plus
buttons adjust the vertical spacing of
these lines.

Below the Preview Box, choose one of the
color schemes: regular, alternate or
special. Also, select black, red or blue as
a color for the preview box head and story
head. Make these choices according to your
publication’s style.
Also here, is a field of simple integers
from 1 to 599, the “sequence numbers”. They
determine the order that ticket windows
appear on the Start Page. For example, if
there is a section three and you want to
put this badge in it, give it a sequence
number from 301 to 399. (No harm is done if
two ticket windows have the same sequence
number.)
Click the “PICTURE LIBRARY” to select, crop
and place photos or any art work.
Advertising can also be placed in the
picture library.
4. PICTURE LIBRARY. A floating window
with three main areas. At the top is the
“REEL” of available pictures. Below that
appears the picture you have selected from
the reel. Use the “IMPORT PICTURES” to
bring pictures from other badges into your
reel, or upload a picture using the “Add
Picture” icon.

The area to the left is controlled by
menus. Initially, the “Librarian” menu.
With a picture selected, click “Placements”
to put it as “Picture #1” (at the top of
the story), “Picture #” (at the bottom of
the story), or “Little Picture”, which is
the picture in the ticket window.
Captions for Pictures #1 and # are entered
with the CAP button (in the middle area of
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badge edit). Also here are buttons to place
a slide show or video in the place of
pictures #1 or # for online presentation.
Printed, only the still picture, if
present, is used.

Click “REPRINT REEL” to compose the slide
show. All the pictures in your reel can
appear. Turn them off or back on by
clicking, and drag to arrange their order.

controls to set exact points for the start
and end of a clip, which appears on Start
Page badge rollover. The clip also plays
when the ticket window reaches the top
spot, but its audio only plays the first
time this happens.

A number of short text descriptions, the
“A/V Indicators” appear at the bottom of
the A/V interface. Select one or more of
them to further describe content to the
customer. They appear on rollover above the
ticket window.
. ENGLISH / SPANISH. Select the
“text+pictures” button to again display
Main Box, and “English” to display English
text. Select the “Spanish” button to
display the Spanish version, if any. Select
the “TRANSLATE TO SPANISH” button to put a
machine translation of the English text on
the Spanish side. Notice that the text box
borders change from blue to red.

Click “Nested Pictures” to place pictures
between the paragraphs. (Nested pictures do
not appear in the Proof.)
THE MIDDLE AREA OF BADGE EDIT
5. A/V editing. Click the A/V button,
and the bottom part of the Badge Edit Page
changes to accommodate audio and video
recordings.

Human translation will always be superior
to machine translation. But the “Translate
to Spanish” button will overwrite all the
Spanish text fields with its translation of
whatever is in the English text fields.
This is why the “WRITE PROTECT” button is
needed.

After loading a video file, use the
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Especially for two editors working on the
same badge, it prevents the humantranslated version from being accidentally
erased. It also causes a warning message if
the Badge Edit Clear button is pressed.
“Write Protect” does not prevent normal
editing.
7. The PEN and ZIP buttons provide for
uploading a PDF file and / or a ZIP folder.
These “bonus values” are delivered to the
customer at no extra charge. (They do not
appear in the proof.)

Select a badge as either “HOLD” (no action)
or “RUN” (goes online). Enter Start and
Expire dates. These dates normally refer to
Tuesdays because for editorial and
advertising, the Clean Machine settles
accounts using weeks that end on Tuesdays.
“What time on Tuesday?” I hear you ask.
A Clean Machine “week” always starts and
ends on Tuesday, at 9:00 am, for example.
“Day Pass On” time depends on the bureau,
but 9:00 am is used for illustration.
Since this will someday organize our
archive files, Day Pass On time corresponds
to the traditional deadline: when the
journalist can no longer write because the
presses have started.

On rollover, bonus value filenames appear
along with the A/V Indicators, if any.
Editors would probably use the preview text
for more description.
SUBMIT PAGE
8. Press the “Submit” button to go to
the Submit Page, where content is scheduled
to go online. Exit this page either by
pressing “Return to Badge Edit”, or the
Submit Page’s “SUBMIT” button.

CAL, NOW, T.F, OFFLINE
The CAL button places a calendar date in
the START and EXPIRE fields.
Or, the Start field can be marked for
“NOW”, which puts the badge online
immediately. To take a badge offline
immediately, mark the Expire field for
“OFFLINE”. “T.F.” means there is no
expiration date; the badge continues until
stopped.
The Thin Line, which customers can read
below a ticket window, is first seen on the
Submit Page. Experienced users will
appreciate these abbreviated descriptions.
Also note the ACTION BOX where warnings can
be given. For example, submitting a badge
without a title is not allowed.
9. After submitting, you are taken to
the Desk Report, which shows your
transaction on the top line. Either go back
to the Home Page, or switch to the All
Desks Report. All Desks shows badges that
have been submitted from any desk. It also
gives the history of a badge: its prior
use.
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Media files and ZIP files can be stored
with a badge set aside for that purpose.
Editors can easily recall the pictures and
etc. for re-use on another badge.
DESK REPORTS
When a badge is submitted, the “Desk
Report” appears showing the newly-edited
badge on the top line. The Desk Report
shows whether a badge is a HOLD or RUN, the
run dates, short title, and Thin Line
values. The Desk Report also shows when a
badge has been made blue or red.

From here, one either returns to the Home
Page, or goes directly to the “All Desks
Report”. “All Desks” is similar to the Desk
Report, but for all the desks, and it only
shows badges that have been RUN. Also here
are changes to title cards.
A Desk Report contains entries for the
prior complete week, and the current week
to date. An All Desks Report contains
entries for the prior complete month and
the current month to date.
The All Desks has a badge input text
field (near the top) that shows, for the
past year, each time this badge was
submitted as a RUN.

LOCATION REPORT
The Location Report lists all the badges
in badge order number. It shows an asterisk
if a badge is currently online, and what
desk it is on, or “RD” (meaning, red). The
spot, run dates, and the long title are
shown.
SEQUENCE REPORT
The Sequence Report shows badges in the
order that they appear on the Start Page.
The first line shows the sequence number
and long title.

The second line of the Sequence Report is
for evaluation of ticket windows -- to see
how sales are holding up. A separate count
is made of purchases by free or paid
tickets, and the resulting gross income.
Box ad clicks are also counted. Each
Tuesday, all these are reset to zero.
The Sequence and Location reports can
work together to re-arrange a Start Page. A
publication might routinely do this, for
example, to move past items to a certain
section. Or the most recently uploaded
ticket windows could be accented with SPC
colors.
START PAGE ADVERTISING
UPRIGHTS are the ads or editorial in the
right-hand column. Each of the three is
online for twenty-one seconds, and a new
one appears every seven seconds. None is
repeated until each has shown. As many as
five of them are house ads placed by the
Clean Machine.



If you are waiting for a particular Upright
to show up, it shouldn’t be more than 3
minutes.
BOX ADS are like ticket windows without the
price tag. They can be positioned exactly
by sequence number. To create a new
Upright, use the Home Page button. To
create a new Box Ad, select a badge with a
“K” or “L” in it.
Start Page advertising can have simple
links, or do other things when clicked. For
example, a restaurant can show a menu when
clicked, or a publication its classified
liner ads. This is done in a manner that is
not intrusive to the reader.
To create Start Page advertising, enter a
name for the item in the “ADVERTISER”
field. For editorial content, enter the
code word, hOUSE, at the left of the “ETC”
field. This is so you will not incur a bill
from CMTC.

SECURITY
I’m sure editors can appreciate the
importance of keeping the desk pin number
secret. What’s perhaps less obvious is that
the internet location (URL) of the Sign-in
Page is also secret. To this end, bookmarks
(favorites) you use for Sign-in Page access
should have names that do not reveal their
true purpose.
CODE OF CONDUCT
You agree to the network code of conduct,
which says that customers will receive
their purchases over the Internet with no
further charges or requirements, and that
previews (ticket windows) accurately
describe what it is that’s for sale.
Everyone pays the same. There are no
subscriber discounts. (Free tickets can be
supplied to subscribers.) There is no adult
content allowed. The Clean Machine logo
must appear on your home page. If purchased
content contains advertising other than
house ads, this must be disclosed to the
customer with the “w/adv” switch.
LEARNING THE SYSTEM.
A short “help” text is available on any
Start Page by clicking the “?” button.
Also, a brief run-through of Editor
operations can be had on the Sign-in Page.
Both these are in Spanish or English.
Documentation and house ads can be accessed
from our FTP site. Please read the
Operations Manual.
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